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In these days of astonishing confusion about what it means to be a man, Brad Miner has gone
back into the riches of our Western cultural heritage to recover the oldest and best ideal of
manhood: the gentleman. In The Compleat Gentleman, he revives a thousand-year tradition of
chivalry, honor, and heroism, providing a model for modern masculinity that our fractious culture
needs more than ever. Miner explains that contrary to fashionable feminizing psychobabble, real
manhood is not complicated. It is, in fact, an ancient ideal based on service to God, country,
family, and friends. It's simple to state, yes, but not so easy to attain -- and worthy of a lifetime of
struggle.

"A natty new volume from Phaidon, The Barber Book, is the most comprehensive and stylish
treatise yet on everything related to our hair and how we wear it." —AskMen"This guide to the
essential cut and styles since of dawn of rock 'n' roll picks out the cream of the proverbial
crop. ...take it to your barber and point to your favourite" —ShortList"packed with a rich array of
archive photography and illustrations for you to copy" —Toni & Guy Magazine"We can tell the
world who we are through our haircut." —The Herald"You're only as good as your last haircut." —
Fran Lebowitz"For me, it's all about the haircut. I actually go to the barbershop every five days."
—Vinny Guadagnino"It's a great read... it?d make an ace gift for any man that?s into his
grooming" —Topman"The bible of men?s hairdos... makes you think deeper about the cultural
significance of hair." —UrbanDaddy"The most comprehensive and stylish treatise yet on
everything related to our hair and how we wear it."—UK.AskmenAbout the AuthorIllustrated by
Italian artist Matteo Guarnaccia
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The book by Brad Miner has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 7 people have provided feedback.
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